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Navigation of robot on another planet using TVS with variable scanning step by 
electromechanical transmission in laser positioning system
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Nowadays, navigation has many technologies, for example GPS, Method for vision-based cooperative navigation aiding, 
Guided robots (by magnets line, colored line, etc.). Many technologies exist for self-location, such as GSM, CDMA, Cell 

Identity, etc., i.e. wireless location systems. GPS is based on distance to satellites, camera guided robots are basing on typical 
images recognition; like other mentioned technologies all them have a strong disadvantage for the mission on another planet: 
they need additional artificial units pre-installation. Robot navigation in a different planet cannot work with reference artificial 
satellite. Design of Technical Vision System (TVS) with dynamic triangulation to scan any scene is required for such application. 
However, such scanners still has unique speed, and obviously robot navigation requires a large time and amount of calculation 
which is not possible to execute in real time in other planet navigation on unknown terrain. From the above discussion emerges 
the task of the synthesis of adaptive mini-electromechanical transmission for to change speed of mechanical scanning, to act 
in uncertain environments to find harmful obstacles in a shortest time with enough information. The 101 scenes have been 
simulated with irregular objects in every scene, aiming to develop an algorithmic definition of the optimal scanning angles, in 
meaning to scan faster without looses of information about obstacles in scene. According to simulation data were selected three 
optimal angles to use for scanning slow (high definition), medium and fast (low quality). The scanning optimal angles will be 
using to apply in mini-electromechanical transmission.
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